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Gua Lowo is a tourist destination in the mountain with Jati forest around it. The nature atmosphere in Gua Lowo is so strong because it is not human creature but original creature by Allah Swt. The duty of human is only to protect, to save and to manage this nature beauty in order to benefit and also not to be useless. It is like written in Ali Imron 190-191. In fact, the tourist destination Gua Lowo is not present the beauty and interesting place yet. Redesign the tourist destination Gua Lowo in Trenggalek regency is the right way to make the governement’s hope comes true. It is good to evolve the regional potency and enhance the economic rate. The theme which will apply in redesign tourist destination Gua Lowo in Trenggalek regency is organic architecture. It is applied with taking the nature resource in a form of living creature or beings which related with it. It is the core of shape and function of the building and also appropriated with the think and feeling of the human being (Kunto, 2009). Organic architecture is one of the approach in architecture design which has long history with kinds of the meaning of nature concepts. From the history of organic architecture developing can get several ideas of nature concepts applying in architecture.